MIURA’S

BOILERMATE

®

WATER Treatment

Introducing a proven, eco-friendly water
treatment program that reduces chemical
dependency and the cost of boiler operation.
Used in Japan for years, these chemicals are ideal for
your Miura once-through boiler. We are so confident
in this product that we will guarantee your Pressure
Vessel against failure due to corrosion when you use it.

Eco-Friendly Water Treatment

Corrosion
Prevention with
Silicate

The main ingredient of Miura’s BOILERMATE® is Silicate, a corrosion inhibitor. Silicate is a
naturally-occurring material ideal for water treatment in Miura’s once-through boilers.Years of
research and experience have shown that water tube corrosion can be controlled by balancing
the amount of silicate in the water and the corrosive ions.
BOILERMATE® is environmentally-friendly and controls the corrosive ions without the need
for additional harmful chemicals. This environmentally-friendly product supplements Miura’s
other “green” benefits and provides our customers with the best possible water treatment.
Miura will be manufacturing BOILERMATE® in its new U.S. headquarters and manufacturing
facility located outside of Atlanta, Georgia as well as in Brantford, Ontario (Canada).

No Costly Deaerator Required!
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Proven Performance So Good It’s Guaranteed for
MMC/MMRC!
Used for many years in Japan, the BOILERMATE® silicate-based solution has been proven to substantially
lower the rate of tube failure compared to traditional chemicals. In fact, BOILERMATE® is so good
Miura guarantees the Pressure Vessel and Economizer against failure due to rust and corrosion*.
Miura’s BOILERMATE® is just one more reason to “Think Green and Save Green” with Miura boilers.
*(Based on the condition of the customer’s water, usage, and facilities, tube failure may still be possible.) For MMC/MMRC customers
who use BOILERMATE®, Miura will repair or replace the Pressure Vessel and Economizer at no cost.
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BOILERMATE users can greatly reduce the need to heat
feed water, usually eliminating the need for an expensive
Deaerator. This is a remarkable and unique advantage
that saves money on costly equipment ‘extras’ while
also reducing energy costs and conserving resources.
By operating the boiler at lower feed water temperatures,
users will benefit substantially from improved overall
efficiency, depending on the condition of their water.
®

No Chemical

Pressure vessel

Economizer

MI BOILERMATE® Controller for
Intelligent Operation.

MI control OF BOILERMATE® injection
Provides proper amount of chemical via MI control signal

Miura’s MI Controllers turn your boilers on and off (in
Multiple Installation) according to load demands. Miura’s
MI BOILERMATE® Controller works in conjunction with
the MI Controller to intelligently regulate the pumping of
chemicals based on boiler operation.

Pressure
Sensor

Miura’s ‘once-through’ boilers produce
steam in less than 5 minutes, an
enormous advantage that saves money
and conserves resources. Oncethrough boilers start fast and achieve
steam quickly (in 1/10 of the time of
a conventional fire/water tube boiler).
Traditional sulfite chemical water
treatment needs time and added heat to
activate with oxygen, and typically requires
much longer preparation time (depending
on water conditions and usage).
Miura’s BOILERMATE® uses Silicate that
creates a film on the water tube surface
and doesn’t need time to activate, making
it more suitable for once-through boilers.
BOILERMATE® is easier to use and helps
to extend the life of the boiler.

Control

MI Controller
Chemical
Pump

Smarter operation reduces chemical waste and associated costs.
Competitors do not offer this option and since high or low
amounts of their sulfites can lead to rust, corrosion, and worse,
on-site monitoring/adjustments are critical… and costly.
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Eliminates the Need for
Costly Monthly Monitoring.
Unlike traditional chemicals, BOILERMATE®
doesn’t require strict monthly on-site monitoring
and adjustments by specialists.

Large Water Content
Boiler water is circulated by itself.

Once the amount of injection is set,
BOILERMATE® takes care of itself, due to the
patented MI feed method.

Long activation time
Once-through
Steam

Feed Water

Low Water Volume

Low concentration around the bottom.

Short activation time

Our Guarantee:
Use BOILERMATE® in
conjunction with Miura’s
premium maintenance
plan, and we’ll guarantee
the pressure vessel against
failure due to corrosion
for the life of your boiler.

Ready for “BOILERMATE®”?
Contact Miura sales or your Miura rep to ask about BOILERMATE® today.

USA: 1-888-309-5574 • Canada: 1-800-666-2182 • www.miuraboiler.com
Worldwide Headquarters • Japan: +81-89-979-7123 • www.miuraz.co.jp
Facilities located in: USA • Canada • Japan • China • Korea • Taiwan

Miura Steam is Engineered for Greater Efficiency,
Lower Costs, and Reduced Environmental Impact.
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